Quantitative Erased Respondent Method (QERM): using quantitative group data as an alternative to quantitative individual data. A simulated application to road checks for drivers under the influence of cocaine.
The Erased Respondent Method (ERM) allows the prevalence of a characteristic to be estimated without needing to know the state of the individual statistical units. A recent extension of the method, which also did not make use of individual data, also estimated the prevalence of two or more characteristics in the same individual (PERM, Politomic ERM). In this paper, ERM is extended further to quantitative data coming from analytical determinations, considering pools of samples instead of individual samples. The extension of the method above described, we named it with the acronym QERM (Quantitative ERM), allows to estimate (only on the ground of analytical determinations made from pools of individual samples) the average and the standard deviation of the distribution of the determinations concerning only positive individual samples. By referring to road controls for driving under the influence of abuse drugs that constitute pools of biological material from more drivers, with the ERM we are able to estimate the prevalence of subjects that are positive for a certain substance, while with the QERM we can estimate the mean and standard deviation of the quantity of the substance measured in biological liquids only from the subjects that are positive to the substance. In order to better clarify this new method, an application to a road check for driving under the influence of cocaine will also be presented that was obtained by simulation. The application fields in Public Health for ERM, PERM and QERM are many; however in our opinion the most interesting areas of application are road traffic, occupational and sport safety.